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Abstract. We discuss and empirically assess the abilities of the normal
person to both recognise conceptual salience of objects and generate free-
hand sketches of these objects, investigating some underlying cognitive
mechanisms that seem to be mainly responsible for these abilities. The
ultimate goal is to employ human-in-the-loop results to implement a
general-purpose automatic sketch recogniser that is guided by the way
people operate on sketches to perform the same tasks. The aim of the
article in hand is to contribute to answering two particular questions
in this regard: does conceptual salience affect object recognition (when
humans identify objects sketched by others)? and do specific parts of a
sketch play more significant roles than others in generating a sketch of
this object?
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1 Introduction

Automatic recognition of hand-drawn sketches by devices equipped with touch
interfaces is foreseen to play an indispensable role in ‘gesture-based’ software ap-
plications. Enabling machines to automatically understand gestures, particularly
various free-hand drawn strokes, and recognise (or better anticipate) the com-
posing object, using only the most salient parts, would be a breakthrough. Think
about the various scenarios in which we can utilise one or more of technological
facilitators, such as Google c© GlassR©, Apple c© PencilR©, Microsoft c© HololensR©,
Microsoft c© Ink, etc. In the (not so far) future, we need technology to facilitate
and immediately interpret what we draw or write, translating this into machine-
understandable forms of sketch, and employing the interpretation for whatever
assistance needed. Similar to what happens when alternative search suggestions
are generated while one ‘writes’ an incomplete phrase, a sketch ‘recogniser’ may
construct alternative sketch suggestions for an incompletely given sketch of an
object being searched for. By coupling the readily available functionality with
a gesture-based search engine, a sketch that one just started to draw can auto-
matically (and quickly) be guessed (therefore, completed), offering alternative



suggestions that dynamically differ as one continues to provide different parts of
the sketch in the form of input strokes.

Automatic recognition or construction of sketches by machines becomes even
more essential when we consider applications that are not only directed to as-
sist people with specific needs or having special skills [Csapó et al., 2015], but
also to help a normal person exert fewer efforts in performing mundane tasks
quicker and more efficiently. Stylus pens are already commonplace –although
its efficient usage is usually associated with graphic artists or design profession-
als. However, the potential of general usage appeals to people who still use pen
and paper. Research shows that more than two-third of people still use pen
and paper for at least one hour a day, and design recommendations from for-
mative studies suggest that “natural” input modalities (e.g., voice and digital
ink) could help to overcome the drawbacks of text entry on phones and PDAs
(cf. [Andrew et al., 2009]). More recent surveys also show that people prefer pen
and paper note taking for increased productivity and retention, with approxi-
mately 65 percent of a thousand of respondents attributing this to the simplicity
of writing by hand (cf. http://www.neolab.net/). Further future applications
can include support services in software systems for shortening the path through
complex menus, automatic sketch generation for manuals and assembly instruc-
tions; a bridging approach between computer vision and conceptual reasoning;
creative usage of sketches in e-learning contexts; or search services in large knowl-
edge bases utilising input sketches.

1.1 Challenges: Sketch-based Computations in the Future

A normal person sketches and recognises free-hand drawn sketches easily and
seemingly without complex reasoning, even if the sketches were not as precise as
what an artist would draw, and even if the person does not have a high degree
of language proficiency. Nevertheless, the acquisition of sketch generation and
recognition abilities is not innate, but is rather an attentive process that needs
to be learned. Moreover, when spatial relations are of a central concern, sketches
become more suitable than language and allow to more easily draw on one’s well
developed spatial intuitions than verbal descriptions do. Recognition or retrieval
of sketches by computational tools, on the other hand, is generally difficult,
and requires long computations or simulation of complex mechanisms (e.g., spa-
tial reasoning, matching, analogy making, abstraction, indexing, learning, etc.)
that are not as intuitive as the humans’ processing for sketch production or
recognition. This is one of the major reasons why most (if not all) of the exist-
ing computational treatments (e.g., [Wang et al., 2011], [Hammond et al., 2010],
and [Yuan et al., 2008]) of this kind of work is still limited to small-scale datasets
(basically because a treatment is hard to match and inefficient to index different
models). The automation is, nevertheless, indispensable, because gesture and
touch interfaces are continuing to become mainstream human-computer inter-
faces (HCIs) that grow in usage day after day. In addition, with the advent
of (and the recent advancements in) virtual and augmented reality, traditional
input methods (e.g., keyboards and mice) are soon becoming legacy interfaces.



1.2 Challenges: Sketch-based Representation Requirements

What we refer to as a ‘sketch’ captures only conceptually relevant parts of an
‘object’, created or displayed by a normal person. Contrast this to what we usu-
ally refer to as a ‘picture’ or ‘drawing’ of the object, which is created by an
artist and usually full of details, among other differences. A sketch also captures
the spatial relations between the object’s parts, making their treatment substan-
tially different from classical image processing. Sketches thus can be considered
as an intermediate level of abstraction between raw subsymbolic streams of sen-
sory input on the one side and icons on the other [Abdel-Fattah et al., 2015].
We use the term ‘conceptual salience’ here to refer to the sub-concepts (in the
representation) that correspond to salient features identifying the object (which
itself is referred to as the main concept).

Using an automatic recogniser to computationally operate with sketches (em-
ploying recognition, enhancement, production, or completion), an artificial in-
telligence (AI) model should at least overcome certain knowledge representation
and reasoning (KRR) issues. First, the model should employ efficient ways to
modularly represent knowledge as conceptual entities (so that it can be worked
with). To capture conceptually relevant parts of objects, the AI model needs
to address the modular representation and manipulation of conceptual enti-
ties [Abdel-Fattah, 2014] that compose the main concepts corresponding to the
objects of the sketches. Some researchers have even proposed image retrieval
to be viewed as a knowledge representation problem, where structured objects
are retrieved such that syntactic and semantic aspects play an important role
[Sciascio et al., 2002]. Second, the model should be able to apply different rea-
soning forms. Deductive and inductive reasoning seem to be the primary needed
forms. But spatial reasoning is needed as well to capture the ‘spatial relations’
between parts of the objects. The model needs also to be capable of recognis-
ing sketches drawn by any person, be they talented in drawing (i.e., an artis-
tic expert) or not possessing special artistic capacities. The model should in
general be based on psychological findings, because human recognition is not
only data-driven, but crucially governed by cognitive mechanisms and princi-
ples, such as Gestalt principles [Dastani and Scha, 2003] and analogical reason-
ing [Gentner et al., 2001]. It seems, thus, next to impossible to develop AI com-
putational models for simulating and utilising mechanisms of cognitive beings
without enabling such models to approximate to a certain degree general purpose
human-like intelligence and cognition. After all, an intended automatic recog-
niser will mostly deal with input sketches by humans, not machines. That is one
vital reason why we do not directly apply image processing techniques to de-
velop automatic recognisers that may rely on getting data from pre-compiled
datasets (cf. [Arandjelović and Sezgin, 2011,Sun et al., 2012b]). Using a web-
scale clipart image collection as the knowledge base of the recognition system
(as in [Sun et al., 2012a] and [Sun et al., 2012b], for example) does not only dra-
matically increase the size needed to store the various (types of) object sketches,
but also renders learning difficult, and renders online recognition time consum-
ing. This is still correct even when recent techniques (that are developed in Big



Data analytics and Deep Learning, for example) are taken into consideration.
But using an automatic recogniser that depends on generalising from a smaller
set of conceptual entities (which must already be in the data base or background
knowledge), we will not need all complete sketches of every object; only the spe-
cific parts that are proven to be important (i.e., the more prominently salient
parts). Thus, instead of relying on millions of non-human images (on the web),
fewer sketches drawn by humans, combined with a (simulation of the) generali-
sation process would model sketch recognition more efficiently.

Motivated by the previous discussion, we need to have an idea of how hu-
mans express their conceptual knowledge gesturally; how they outline the most
important parts of their sketch-based conceptualisations of objects, and how
they relate these parts when they sketch them. This should give us a practical
method to approximate the realisation of sketches à la human.

In this article, we explain and discuss the results of two of our experiments
to assess the performance of people when they deal with free-hand sketches. One
experiment is concerned with the process of recognising sketched objects, while
the other focusses on constructing objects via sketching. We try to empirically
contribute to understanding what normal people usually prioritise when they
construct sketches to represent objects, and what makes them recognise an object
while it is being sketched. The focus is mainly on what makes a sketch-based
feature of a specific object more salient than other features (during recognition
and construction of that object’s sketches). In sections 2 and 3, we try to answer
the related questions, based on preliminary results of the two experiments.1

2 Experiment 1: Sketch Recognition

The first of our two experiments in this article aims to find “relevant parts”
during the recognition process of a sketched object. In this experiment, a sketch is
incrementally uncovered (while it is being drawn) by showing parts of it in a step-
by-step additive way. Participants have the task to recognise as early as possible
the object depicted by the (partial) sketch. Reaction times and correctness are
measured in order to build hypotheses about the importance of certain parts and
structural properties of a sketch for the recognition of an object. In what follows,
we describe the experiment setup, procedure, results, and some analyses.

Experiment Setup: A total of 17 black-and-white free-hand sketches of miscella-
neous objects (2 test trials and 15 main objects) are used for testing how each
of 14 human participants recognises the underlying objects. Before conducting
the experiment, the strokes that compose each sketch were pre-recorded while
an artist is producing them in sequence. The recordings are played during the
experiment to the participants, who are first permitted to read onscreen instruc-
tions then ask any necessary questions before beginning the experiment. The

1 The experiments and work presented in this article are supported by the German
Academic Exchange Service (Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst – DAAD),
as part of the JESICS research project (grant agreement 57247603).



participants are asked to react as soon as possible once they recognise the object
being sketched, even if the played recording has not come yet to its end.

Experiment Procedure: The experiment is described using the following general
steps. The participants are first trained by performing the two test trials to
familiarise themselves with the experiment before they start the main trials. In
a single trial of the experiment, a participant is asked to identify (or have a
guessing of) an object that is being depicted. The identification should be as
soon as possible (i.e., at any time during the drawing process, but as soon as
the participant first recognises the object being depicted). Once the participant
recognises the object, they label the object (i.e., give a name to it). In case the
answer (i.e., the labelling) is correct, the participant moves on to the next object.
In case the answer is incorrect, the participant is driven back to the same object
at the moment they stopped at, and continue exactly with the same procedure.
(N.B. this latter case would happen many times. It is repeated as long as the
recording of the object being depicted is not entirely played, and the participant
still gives wrong responses.) In case the depiction of the object is completed,
yet cannot be recognised by the participant, the participant types “unknown”
in the answer field. In both the first and second cases, the participant is given a
feedback whether or not their answers are correct.

Preliminary Results and Analyses: The main aim of the experiment is to get
knowledge about conceptual salience that would be enough to help a participant
to correctly label the objects sketched by others. Table 1 summarises the features
(or sub-concept labels) that have been found to be the most salient for 14 of the
objects (main concept sketches) used in the experiment (cf. Figure 1). The left-
most column of Table 1 lists the sketched objects, the middle gives a list of
salient feature labels that enabled the highest percentage of the participants to
recognise the corresponding object, and the third gives the percentage of the
participants who were able to recognise the corresponding object using only
these features. The first row in Table 1, for example, shows that 28.60% of
the participants were able to identify and recognise the object “Dog” from the
sub-sketch corresponding to only the features “head”, “ears”, and “eyes”. Of
all the participants, 71.40% were able to recognise “Owl” from the sub-sketch
corresponding to only “head” and “eyes”. And so on, and so forth.

Figure 1 shows the partial depictions of each of the objects that correspond
to the list of concepts given in Table 1. Each of these partial depictions approx-
imates the (visual) conceptual salience of its corresponding main concept. For
example, the part of the fish body outlined in Figure 1 (first top row, third
partial sketch from left) is enough for 57% of the participants to immediately
recognise that the object being depicted would eventually be “Fish”.

Note that labels of the sub-concepts, taken literally in their own or in another
experiment, do not lead to a successful identification of the objects they consti-
tute in the sketches. These literal labels need to be “seen” by the participants
before their judgement, indicating that a “visual” element is playing a funda-
mental role in the sketch recognition process. For example, although 71.40% of



Objects (concepts): Features (salient concepts): Participants %:

Dog head / ears / eyes 28.60

Stove top surface / hot plates / heat regulator 35.70

Fish body / mouth / tail 57

Owl head / eyes 71.40

Palm Tree trunk 50

Scissors finger holes / (two) blades 28.57

Bus body / (one) tire 57.14

Penguin head / beak / eye / body / feet 28.57

Pineapple fruit / wooden skin / leaves 50

Cactus stem / (two) arms 28.57

Flower corolla / petals 42.86

Giraffe head / ears / mouth / horns / eyes / neck 57.14

House body / roof 71.43

Umbrella handle / stick 78.57

Table 1: The objects (main concepts) used in the “Sketch Recognition” experi-
ment, their corresponding salient features (sub-concepts), and the percentage of
participants who commonly recognised these features in the experiment.

Fig. 1: Partial depictions that correspond to the most salient parts of objects of
the “Sketch Recognition” experiment.

the participants were able to recognise Owl from “seeing” the head and eyes

alone, the situation would be very difficult to reason that the object is Owl by
letting them “know” that the object consists mainly of head and eyes as sub-
concepts (or feature labels). Similarly, the three features body, mouth, and tail,
are not enough alone to recognise that the object they compose is Fish: If you
ask –not show– a person: “what object is composed of body, mouth, and tail?”
you would probably get several answers different from Fish. Apparently, the rea-
son for recognising Fish as the object (with body, mouth, and tail) while being
depicted is that the strokes composing the sketch-based features are visualised,
along with all their relative spatial arrangements. This observation should be
kept in mind whenever considering a recognition process that depends on inputs
from sensors other than merely “knowledge retrieval”, because the results are
not self-evident.



3 Experiment 2: Sketch Construction

When one seeks to model a cognitively inspired sketch recogniser, one at least
needs an idea about the responsible cognitive processes, how they function, how
they interact, and how they are utilised during sketch generation and recogni-
tion. But there is no exact brain readers that have (yet) been invented to help in
translating such processes into machine understandable codes. The good news is
that, there are types of human-computer interfaces that approximate (as far as
cognitive science tells us) many brain activities, eye saccades, muscle or nervous
system operations and signals, etc., which can help in performing the transla-
tion via simulation and modelling (cf. [Lazar et al., 2010]). For example, an eye
tracker can be employed to trace the participant’s gaze while sketching (which
could help in inducing spatial relationships between the sketched strokes), or
an electroencephalogram (EEG) may be used to record brain activities while a
participant is performing an experiment, and so on.

In this experiment, we attempt one simple and direct way to inform the
modeller how broadly humans conceptualise an object while they are sketching
it (e.g., how some parts that constitute the object in question are always drawn,
how certain parts are usually drawn in specific orders or spatial arrangement,
how groups of features always come together, or how other features may or
may not be drawn at all, etc.). The participants are asked to construct certain
objects by outlining their shapes (i.e., sketching these objects). The resulting
drawing strokes can then be recorded and analysed to extract common features
among different sketches of the same object. Unlike the “Sketch Recognition”
experiment, in which the several relationships between “relevant parts” of the
object help to reason about its identity, the “Sketch Generation” test gives the
identity and aims to construct those parts and (implicitly) indicate their rela-
tionships. This puts a particular emphasis on an object’s conceptual salience,
to which most people would agree while sketching this object, given the object
label. This also could be used to infer spatial arrangements of- and relationships
between the object’s most prominently salient parts (but this particular issue is
not discussed here, as it is still part of our ongoing and future work).

Experiment setup: We simply ask each participant to sketch a set of objects
(main concepts), and label as many of their sketch-based features (sub-concepts)
as they could. In addition to the different features they provide for each of the
objects, we record the participants’ drawing behaviour for the sake of further
analysis (this is explained in the next paragraph). The specific subset of results in
this paper2 is based on collecting and analysing data from 8 participants working
on a set with 8 preselected objects of miscellaneous categories: Fish, Bicycle,
Palm Tree, Scissors, Bus, Snake, Giraffe, and House. (N.B. The two sets
of participants here and of those who participated in the “Sketch Recognition”
experiment in section 2 are disjoint.)

2 Our generation experiment (on the large scale) is still ongoing, and we are still
reading and analysing newer results (and for several setups).



The given results are based on sketches produced by human participants us-
ing the CogSketch environment [Forbus et al., 2008], which is only used here to
allow recording the many details of each participant’s sketching behaviour, such
as the time taken to draw specific parts or the ordering of drawing various fea-
tures. We developed an integrated Matlab code to implement both an interface
and flow-controller for the entire experiment. The experimenting environment
incorporates CogSkecth as an input medium within Matlab for all the processes
of sketching, naming, saving, and retrieving the objects (and the sketching be-
haviours) for the analysis. The information collected by our code helps to achieve
many proposed goals, and can later be transformed to a representation that can
be understood by (and worked upon with) a variety of representation languages.
In this way, the data is made ready for employing particular operations, such
as generalisation, analogical, or spatial reasoning using several frameworks (e.g.,
an example is given in [Abdel-Fattah et al., 2015] for the case of the HDTP

[Schwering et al., 2009] framework).

Experiment Procedure: The participants are asked to fill in a form, read onscreen
instructions, and ask any necessary questions before beginning the experiment.
There is no test trials, but there is a training phase, during which the partici-
pant gets acquainted with the experimenting environment and has time to scrib-
ble non-recorded strokes before the actual drawing –and information recording–
phase starts. Each participant is then asked to sketch the preselected set of
objects.

Preliminary Results and Analyses: The experiment described here seeks to get
more knowledge about conceptual salience of a main concept: what are the
salient sketch-based features (sub-concepts) of an object (main concept) that
are commonly generated when this object is sketched? The specific aim of this
experiment for the current article is twofold: to assess ‘the conceptual salience
commonality’ and to estimate ‘the conceptual salience ordering’. This means
that the concern in analysing the current part of the results is both: to roughly
assess the interrelationship between the sketch-based features that are commonly
generated in drawing various objects (when the main object, which they com-
pose, is sketched), and to roughly estimate the ordering sequence of an object’s
features by which people draw these features in average.

Regarding the commonly generated features of an object, it makes sense to
conclude (both intuitively and empirically) that not only certain features play
more essential roles than others in conceptualising the object, but they are also
highly likely to be (usually) constructed when this object is sketched by anyone.
This allows us to conjecture that, there will (usually) be specific strokes that
are constructed while drawing the most commonly conceptualised sub-concepts
of a certain main concept. These sub-concepts are the most salient sketch-based
features, and seem to ‘sparkle’ more in the participant’s mind while generat-
ing a sketch of the object depicting that main concept. Though this unproven
conjecture is part of a future experiment, in which we intend to use an elec-
troencephalogram (EEG), it is worth mentioning that it perfectly agrees with



the seminal results (by Eleanor Rosch and others) that concepts exhibit proto-
type effects: the indication of membership degrees, correlating with similarity to
a central member, or basic-level concept (cf. [Rosch, 1975]).

Figure 2 shows percentages of the participants who generate the various sub-
concepts for 4 of the main concepts of the experiment (see also Figure 3a for
a fifth one). The percentages of appearance of concepts of the object Bus are
given in Figure 2a, where 100% of the participants generated wheel and window,
83% generated body and door, 50% generated light, and so on.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2: The commonly generated features for (a) Bus, (b) Snake, (c) House,
and (d) Fish objects.

When it comes to the ordering of an object’s features, the conceptual salience
of features seems to be generated in sequence. By analysing the ordering se-
quence, in which the participants sketch the constituting features, the most
salient features are found to come in specific order for certain objects. In our
results so far, no one has ever sketched the Palm Tree’s leaves before its stem
(see Figure 3d). Moreover, the higher the salience of the feature the earlier it
is generated in the sequence (in which the participants sketch an object). For
example, the sequence in which all3 the features of a Bicycle object were gener-
ated is shown in Figure 3b. Among these features, wheel is a prominently salient
feature, with 100% of the participants generating it while drawing the Bicy-

cle object (as Figure 3a also shows). A high majority (83%) of the participants

3 These are “all” the features that appeared during the running of the experiment.



sketched wheel first, while only less than one-fifth of them (17% to be precise)
sketched it fifth (and none generated wheel in any other order). It can also be
seen from the same figure, Figure 3b, that 33% of the participants sketched fork

as the second concept, 17% sketched it as the 3rd concept, 17% sketched it as
the 4th concept, while none at all sketched it in any other order. On the other
hand, pedal (which 50% of the participants do not generate while drawing the
Bicycle object) never comes earlier than last or next-to-last in any of the gener-
ated sequences (cf. Figure 3b). We may conclude that the most salient features
are (usually) generated in order, and are (usually) generated earlier than the
less salient features. (N.B. Note that it may still be the case that the simpler
the feature to retrieve from memory and sketch, the earlier it is likely to be
sketched.4)

This kind of results on sketch generation is quite important for free-hand
sketch recognisers that may need to quickly guess the object being sketched
and save many computations. For instance, although wheels are sketched by
all the participants while drawing both Bus and Bicycle objects, wheels are
more likely to be sketched as the first constituent for drawing Bicycle than
for drawing Bus (cf. Figures 3b and 3c). Unlike the case in sketch recognition,
the sequence of the more prominently salient features in the object construction
experiment seem more promising to quickly guide a successful object identifica-
tion (at least to a certain degree). Maybe one would probably get Bicycle as
an answer, if one asks –not shows– a person: “what object is composed of wheel,
saddle, and spoke (in this order)?” –maybe not; still, this needs to be justified,
of course.

Concluding Notes: As the reader might have already noticed, we think that vari-
ants of the sketch construction experiment are essential for cognitively inspired
models that may handle automatic sketch recognition. One needs more than
the presentation in this article to elaborate on the many aspects in which this
kind of experiment is useful. On the one hand, it helps in assessing each ob-
ject’s conceptual salience, in ranking the commonly salient features, in finding
out whether a common ordering of an object’s features exists (i.e., an ordering
by which the participants usually draw these features), in establishing a hierar-
chical knowledge base of objects and their common features based on the many
views of how this object can be drawn, and in hierarchically relating these ob-
jects and features together in groups of super-/sub-concept ontology (whenever
interrelationships exist), among other senses of importance. On the other hand,
the experiment has a variety of factors that affect not only its setup and run-
ning, but also the interpretation of results: from one’s background knowledge to
one’s drawing skills, the result is affected; also, with several people drawing the
same object, several possible, rather incomparable, views would result; and so
on. Automating the recognition of, in particular, free-hand generated sketches

4 By ‘simpler sketch-based features’ we mean those feature parts of the object that can
be sketched using less complex drawing strokes and curves. The correlation between
the ‘simplicity’ of sketching a feature and its ‘saliency’ needs to be investigated.



is a challenging task due to various causes, such as the imprecision of drawn
strokes that usually constitute such sketches and the variety of ways a single
object can be sketched in.
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